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Zverev, Tsitsipas into last 16 
PARIS: Alexander Zverev and Stefanos Tsitsipas
turned up the heat at Roland Garros yesterday, booking
their places in the last 16, as headline acts Novak
Djokovic, Naomi Osaka and Serena Williams waited to
join them.

German fifth seed Zverev needed another five-setter
to reach the fourth round, defeating Serbia’s Dusan
Lajovic 6-4, 6-2, 4-6, 1-6, 6-2. Zverev, whose best run
at a Slam came in Paris last year when he made the
quarter-finals, will face Italy’s Fabio Fognini for a place
in the last-eight.

Zverev, 22, had also needed five sets to defeat
Australia’s John Millman in the first round. Yesterday, he
hit 18 aces and 52 winners past 30th seed Lajovic, the
runner-up to Fognini on Monte Carlo clay in April.

Fognini needed four sets to defeat Spanish 18th seed
Roberto Bautista Agut 7-6 (7/5), 6-4, 4-6, 6-1. The 32-
year-old Fognini trails Zverev 2-1 in head-to-head
meetings but crucially won their most recent meeting in
Monte Carlo.

Crowd favourite Tsitsipas became the first Greek
player in 83 years to reach the second week at Roland
Garros as he survived a scare against Filip Krajinovic.
The sixth seed led by two sets when the match was

suspended at 5-5 in the third due to darkness just
before 10:00pm on Friday.

GREEK BREAKTHROUGH FOR TSITSIPAS 
On the resumption yesterday, Tsitsipas lost the set in

a tie-break but sealed a 7-5, 6-3, 6-7 (5/7), 7-6 (8/6)
success on Court Philippe Chatrier. The 20-year-old
will take on either former champion Stan Wawrinka or
Grigor Dimitrov for a place in his second Grand Slam
quarter-final, after their match was also suspended on
Friday evening. “It’s really tricky when you come back
after a day. It’s unusual, you don’t do it that often,” said
Tsitsipas, who stunned Roger Federer en route to the
Australian Open semi-finals earlier this year.

“It was important I saved those set points. Closing in
the fourth set, it’s important to save energy.” The last
Greek player to reach the second week at Roland
Garros was Lazaros Stalios in 1936. As temperatures
nudged close to the 30-degree mark, defending cham-
pion Simona Halep decided not to hang around.

The Romanian third seed stormed to a 6-2, 6-1
thrashing of Ukrainian 27th seed Lesia Tsurenko. “I’m
feeling good, and I have expectations for myself to play
good tennis,” said Halep who next faces either Olympic

champion Monica Puig or Polish teenager Iga Swiatek.
Later yesterday, Djokovic continues his bid to

become only the second man in history to hold all four
Slams at the same time twice.  Top seed Djokovic, the
2016 champion, has been untroubled in Paris so far,
easing through in straight sets against Hubert Hurkacz
and Swiss lucky loser Henri Laaksonen.

In his bid to make the last 16 for the 13th time, the
15-time major winner faces Italian qualifier Salvatore
Caruso, ranked at 147. Meanwhile, world number one
Naomi Osaka’s hopes of winning a third successive
Grand Slam ended yesterday when she was knocked
out of the French Open in the third round by unherald-
ed Katerina Siniakova of the Czech Republic.

Japanese top seed Osaka, the reigning US and
Australian Open champion, crashed to a 6-4, 6-2 defeat
to the 42nd-ranked Czech.

“Losing is probably the best thing that could have
happened,” said 21-year-old Osaka, the reigning
Australian and US Open champion.

“I felt very tired. In the other matches I had
headaches, maybe that’s the stress. “I felt there was a
weight on me. This hasn’t been the happiest of times.”

Osaka’s defeat left just four of the women’s top 10

seeds in the tournament including three-time winner
Serena Williams and defending champion Simona
Halep. Osaka was undone by a shocking 38 unforced
errors as she finally ran out of luck in Paris having had
to come back from a set down in her first two matches.

“I played my best tennis and I hope it continues,”
said Siniakova, who was the women’s doubles champion
in Paris in 2018 alongside Barbora Krejcikova.

Osaka dropped the first set for the third successive
match at the tournament, squandering seven break
points in all.

Siniakova made her pay, breaking for 5-4 and taking
the opener when Osaka sent back her 16th unforced
error of the set. 

Williams, the three-time champion, is bidding to
reach the second week for the 13th time as she contin-
ues her pursuit of equalling Margaret Court’s record of
24 Grand Slam titles.

The 37-year-old faces fellow American Sofia Kenin
who wasn’t born when Williams made her debut in Paris
in 1998. Playing in the third round at Roland Garros for
the first time, the world number 35, won’t be overawed.
“She’s a machine,” said her doubles partner Andrea
Petkovic. — AFP

PARIS: Czech Republic’s Katerina Siniakova returns the ball to Japan’s Naomi Osaka during their women’s singles third round match on day seven of The Roland Garros 2019 French Open tennis tournament in Paris yesterday. —AFP

Osaka’s Roland Garros dream shattered by Siniakova

Henry shines as 
N Zealand thrash 
S Lanka in WCup
CARDIFF: New Zealand made a flying start to their
World Cup campaign as paceman Matt Henry struck
three times in a 10-wicket trashing of woeful Sri Lanka
yesterday. Henry returned figures of 3-29 and com-
bined with fellow paceman Lockie Ferguson, who also
took three wickets, to bowl out Sri Lanka for just 136 in
29.2 overs in Cardiff.

Martin Guptill and Colin Munro then hit unbeaten
half-centuries to make short work of their modest tar-
get.  The Kiwis cruised home in 16.1 overs to register

their third win in a World Cup game by 10 wickets.
The right-left batting combination of Guptill, who hit

73, and Munro, who scored 58, had little trouble in
smashing the Sri Lankan bowlers to all parts of the
ground. Guptill hammered eight fours and two sixes
including one hit that sailed out of the ground.

But it was Henry’s spell of seven straight overs that
opened the gates for New Zealand’s domination against
the 1996 champions. “It’s a great start for us. You want a
balanced attack going into any surface. It is important
that you have that to have aggressive options for different
occasions,” New Zealand captain Kane Williamson said.

“The two at the top played beautifully. It was nice
for those guys to play a few shots. It was a good all-
round performance.” Sri Lanka skipper Dimuth
Karunaratne added: “It was a good toss to win. In the
morning it was seaming and swinging. They had that
advantage and they have good bowlers to do that, so

they took their chance.
“The batters aren’t low on confidence. We batted

well in some practice games and we work really hard.
We need to think about the game.”

Henry stood out in the absence of senior paceman
Tim Southee, who missed the game due to a calf injury,
with his incisive pace and swing. He struck with the
second delivery of the game to send Lahiru Thirimanne
trudging back to the pavilion after the left-handed
opener had hit a boundary from the first ball.

Thirimanne was initially ruled not out by the on-field
umpire, but the Kiwis successfully reviewed the lbw call
in their favour after replays suggested the ball pitched
on line and would have hit the batsman’s leg stump.

The left-handed Karunaratne, who has returned to
the one-day side after a gap of four years, then put on
42 runs for the second wicket with Kusal Perera. But
Williamson kept Henry on for the bowler’s fifth over and

the decision paid off as he got Perera for 29 and Kusal
Mendis without scoring on successive deliveries.

Dhananjaya de Silva played the hat-trick ball with a
glorious off drive, but soon fell to the pace of Lockie
Ferguson after being trapped lbw. Karunaratne fought
on to register his third ODI fifty in 81 balls before he
ran out of partners after Lasith Malinga was bowled by
Ferguson for one.

Karunaratne’s unbeaten 52 made him only the sec-
ond opener in World Cup history to carry his bat
through a completed innings. The feat had previously
been achieved by the West Indies’ Ridley Jacobs, who
made an unbeaten 49 against Australia in 1999.

Pacemen Colin de Grandhomme, James Neesham,
Trent Boult and Mitchell Santner, the team’s only spin-
ner, claimed a wicket each. New Zealand, runners-up in
the 2015 edition, will next face Bangladesh on June 5,
while Sri Lanka meet Afghanistan on June 4. — AFP


